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ABSTRACT

In technical applications, like airbag deployment and biomechanical systems, elastic structures are
used to control fluid flow. Depending on the characteristics of the structure and the fluid different
effects have to be taken into account. For an accurate simulation of the fluid flow in those systems
the used numerical method has to deal with fluid structure interactions (FSI). We propose a method to
solve such coupled problems by the use of a combination of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH) for the fluid part and Finite Elements (FE) for the solids.

The SPH-method is solving the Navier-Stokes equations on the basis of a disordered set of freely
moving interpolation points  in space.  Since a constant  mass is  assigned to every point,  they are
considered as particles, described in a Lagrangian framework. Every field variable such as velocity
and pressure is evaluated using a kernel function or its derivatives. Using this approximation method
short range forces are automatically computed with respect to the underlying interpolation space, the
so  called  smoothing  length.  Moreover,  as  SPH  is  a  mesh-free  method,  it  easily  allows  the
computation of large deformations and self-intersections when compared to mesh-based methods,
where very sophisticated re-meshing strategies are mandatory.

For the calculation of the fluid state the GPU-based open-source framework 'DualSPHysics' is used
[1]. The behavior of the structure is calculated using the Finite Element solver FEAP. In order to
determine the exchanged energy between the solvers a FSI-coupling module is implemented which is
tracking the interaction zone. Since the fluid as well as the structure are described in a Lagrangian
framework,  the interface tracking does not need any complex treatment.  The major task in FSI-
simulations is the correct transfer of the interaction forces and the fulfillment of the dynamic and
kinematic interface conditions. In our SPH-FEM algorithm the energy of the domains is used as a
criterion of the interface exchange. The reaction forces resulting from the structure onto the SPH
fluid particles and vice verse are estimated using the semi-analytical wall boundary condition [2].
Thus a single layer of SPH particles is placed on the structures surface. These particles are fixed and
build a barrier for the fluid particles.

While using two different solvers a partitioned coupling scheme is practicable. In our approach the
coupled problem is solved by an iterative scheme developed by Farhat [3]. Both, the fluid and the
solid equation, are solved consecutively and individually using the latest information supplied by the
counterpart of each problem. Since the time step of the fluid and the solid calculation differs, an
adaptive time scheme is used to improve the calculation efficiency.
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